We investigate the trading behavior of Finnish individual investors trading the stocks selected to compute the OMXH25 index in 2003 by tracking the individual daily investment decisions. We verify that the set of investors is a highly heterogeneous system under many aspects. We introduce a correlation based method that is able to detect a hierarchical structure of the trading profiles of heterogeneous individual investors. We verify that the detected hierarchical structure is highly overlapping with the cluster structure obtained with the approach of statistically validated networks when an appropriate threshold of the hierarchical trees is used. We also show that the combination of the correlation based method and of the statistically validated method provides a way to expand the information about the clusters of investors with similar trading profiles in a robust and reliable way.
Introduction
The price discovery process in financial markets is the result of the action of many heterogeneous investors [1, 2, 3] . Understanding how this collective task is achieved is a long standing problem in finance and econophysics. The heterogeneity of investors has been theoretically considered and empirically verified in a series of studies. For example several authors have described investors in stylized categories such as the ones of fundamentalists and chartists [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . In other cases the description has been done in terms of contrarian [10] and momentum [11] investors or in terms of informed and uninformed investors (for example see [12, 13, 14, 15] ).
Several studies have considered investment profiles of individual investors. Examples are [16] that investigated profits of Taiwanese individual investors, [17] investigating the average transaction value and average portfolio value of individual investors, [18] that analyzed the detailed trading decisions of single investors acting in the E-mini S&P 500 stock index futures market during the Flash Crash of May 6, 2010 , [19] that introduced a network based method to characterize specific trading profiles of clusters of investors trading the Nokia stock at the Nordic Stock Exchange, [20] that investigated the order splitting of large orders of individual investors, [21] presenting a robust measure of the contrarian behavior of retail investors, [22] investigating the relation between investors holds and investors profile for Swedish shareholding, and [23] where authors study the impact of news on the trading behavior of different categories of individual investors.
Other papers [24, 25, 26, 27, 28] have investigated the trading behavior of market members of some exchanges such as the Spanish Stock Exchange infrastructure or the London Stock Exchange. Market members are not individual investors but often they show a specialized profile towards some category of investors.
In this paper we investigate the trading behavior of Finnish individual investors with respect to their investment towards the stocks selected to compute the OMXH25 index, i.e. the set of most capitalized and liquid stocks of the Helsinki venue of the Nordic Stock Market. Individual investors are legal entities and can be companies, financial institutions, households, governmental organizations, etc. We are able to track the individual investment decision on a daily basis and therefore our study focuses on a time scale that is a daily time scale or longer. The major observation is that the system is highly heterogeneous under many aspects. For this reason it is important to device data mining methodologies that are robust with respect to the heterogeneity of the different investors and of their trading profiles. In ref. [19] a method based on the concept of statistically validated networks [29] was proposed. Here we introduce another method based on the properties of a dissimilarity measure estimated between the trading profiles of heterogeneous investors. We show that our correlation based method is able to detect a hierarchical structure of the trading profiles of heterogeneous individual investors and that the detected hierarchical structure is highly overlapping with the cluster structure obtained with the approach of statistically validated networks when an appropriate threshold of the hierarchical trees is used. We also show that the combination of the two methods provides information about the clusters of investors which is wider than the information obtained with the statistically validated network.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2. Database we describe the database investigated in this study, and the categorical variables used for the trading activity of the investors. In Section 3.Trading profiles of investors we introduce the correlation based approach used to detect the hierarchical structure of the trading profiles of individual investors. In Section 4. Over-expressed trading profiles, we apply the statistically validated network approach to the OMXH25 stocks and we present the results obtained. In Section 5. Comparison of clusters, we compare the clusters obtained with the two methods and propose a methodology to combine them to obtain a wider information on the structure of clusters of investors trading in a financial market. Finally, in Section 6 we briefly present our conclusions.
Database
We have access to a database maintained by the Euroclear Finland (previously Nordic Central Securities Depository Finland) which is the central register of shareholdings for Finnish stocks and financial assets in the Finnish Central Securities Depository (FCSD). The register contains the shareholdings in FCSD stocks of all Finnish investors and of all foreign investors asking to exercise their vote right, both retail and institutional. The database records official ownership of companies and financial assets on a daily basis according to the Finnish Book Entry System. The records include transactions, executed in worldwide stock exchanges and in other venues, which change the ownership of the assets. The database has associated a certain amount of metadata. Specifically, it classifies investors into six main categories: a) non-financial corporations, b) financial and insurance corporations, c) general governmental organizations, d) non-profit institutions, e) households, and f) foreign organizations. The database is collected since January 1st, 1995. This database has also been investigated by Grinblatt and Keloharju in a series of studies [30, 31] on the trading characteristics of individual and institutional investors, and on behavioral aspects of individual investors.
In this paper we investigate investment decisions performed during the 2003 calendar year. The database covers all the stocks traded at the Helsinki venue of the Nordic Stock Exchange. Here we investigate the investment decisions concerning 23 of the 25 stocks composing the OMXH25 market index in 2003
1 . For legal reasons, the database treats Finnish domestic investors (or foreign investors asking to exercise their vote right) in a different way from foreign investors. In fact, while the database contains very detailed information about the Finnish domestic investors, foreign investors can choose to use nominee registration. In this last case, the investor's book entry account provider, for example a bank, aggregates all the transactions from all of its accounts, and a single nominee register coded identity contains the holdings of several foreign investors.
2
In this paper we investigate the trading decisions of investors trading the stocks included in the OMXH25 index during 2003 (a set of 253 daily records). The total number of investors is 105, 005. The trading activity of different investors is highly heterogeneous. There are many investors which are acting only a few times during the considered time period. Information about the complete set of investors is summarized in Table 1 .
In the following analyses done with similarity measure, we set a limit to the minimum number of investment decisions to be observed by an investor during 2003 to analyze his trading profile. Our choice is motivated by the need to be able to estimate a similarity measure which is minimizing the discretization role associated with the presence of a very limited number of attributes. Specifically, in the similarity based tests we consider only those investors who have traded one of the OMXH25 stocks at least 5 times during 2003. The summary statistics of these investors is given in Table 2 Since the set of selected investors is still characterized by a very high degree of heterogeneity both in the level of trading activity and in the characteristic of the investor we need to select and use methods of analysis that are robust with respect to the heterogeneity of the attributes of the different investors. This need motivates us to analyze the trading activity of individual 1 We originally planned to investigate all the 25 stocks that were used to compute the index but we were not able to find the time history of stock price for two of them.
2 If an institution can trade both for itself and also on behalf of nominee registered investors, we split its trading activity in two distinct IDs, one regarding its activity as a Finnish investor and one when it trades for nominee registered investors (labeled as NR). investors in terms of categorical variables.
Nominal variables characterizing the trading activity
Since we aim to compare the trading profile characterizing each active investor, we use discrete nominal variables describing its trading activity. Specifically, we use the nominal variables introduced in Ref. [19] . These variables are defined as follows: for each investor i, each stock k, and each trading day t, we consider the volume sold V s (i, k, t) and the volume purchased V b (i, k, t) of stock k by the investor at day t. For each stock and for each day, this information is then converted into a nominal variable with 3 states: primarily buying b, primarily selling s, buying and selling bs such that all positions will usually be essentially closed before the market close. The nominal variables are obtained by considering the ratio
For each stock k, we assign an investor a primarily buying state b when r(i, k, t) > θ, a primarily selling state s when r(i, k, t) < −θ, and a buying and selling state bs when
In this work we use θ = 0.25 for the threshold value.
Trading profiles of investors
The first analysis we perform concerns the similarity of different pairs of investors in the trading activity and in the trading profile. For this type of investigations we consider the set of investors that have done at least five transactions in the considered stock of OMXH25 in 2003. A summary statistics of these investors is given in Table 2 .
Trading profile clustering by correlation
We evaluate the degree of similarity in the trading profile of investors by constructing for each selected investor and for each stock of the OMXH25 a vector of trading actions. This vector will have a number of components equal to three times the number of trading days of 2003 (which is 253x3=756). The first 253 components will carry the information whether the investor was buying (b state) on a specific day, the second 253 components will carry the information whether the investor was selling (s state) on a specific day, and the third 253 components will carry the information whether the investor was buying, selling and closing the position (bs state) on a specific day. The final vector is therefore a binary vector of 1s and 0s. To investigate these vectors we need a similarity measure which is robust with respect to the asymmetric presence of the two attributes (1s are rarely present whereas 0s are highly observed in most of the cases). We therefore use the Jaccard coefficient as similarity measure because this measure it is known to be robust for asymmetric binary vectors [32] .
In Fig. 1 we show the hierarchical tree obtained with the average linkage hierarchical clustering with a dissimilarity measure defined as d i,j = 2(1 − J i,j ) where J i,j is the Jaccard coefficient observed between investor i and investor j.
Nokia has 7824 investors trading at least five times during 2003 and there- fore the complete visualization of a hierarchical tree of 7824 elements is not simple in a limited space. In fact the details of the hierarchical tree can be appreciated only by zooming the part of interest. In Fig. 2 we show a region of the hierarchical tree involving 1419 investors. The hierarchical structure of the similarity of investment profile can be appreciated at this level of details.
A behavior similar to the one observed for the stock of Nokia it is observed for all the other 22 investigated stocks. The use of categorical variables together with the choice of the Jaccard coefficient allow us to detect the hierarchical clustering structure of the trading profile of the different investors. In addition to the average linkage clustering algorithm other popular hierarchical clustering algorithms are the average single and the complete linkage clustering algorithms.
Over-expressed trading profiles
In a previous study [19] a different approach based on statistically validated networks [29] was used to detect clusters of investors characterized by the same trading profile when trading the Nokia stock over a time period longer than 5 years. With the methodology proposed in [19] authors were able to detect clusters of investors characterized by similar trading profile. In the present study we wish to compare the clusters obtained by using the approach of Ref. [19] with the information that can be obtained by the hierarchical structure which is detected starting from the dissimilarity measure we have defined in the previous Section.
The method of the statistical validation of the co-occurrence of categorical variables is the same as in Ref. [19] and works as follows. For each pair i and j of investors we focus our attention on the intersection of the corresponding activity periods. We call N T the length of this intersection. In the intersection period of traders' activity, let us call N A (N B ) the number of days when investor i (j) is in the state A (B) and indicate by N A,B the number of days when we detect co-occurrence of state A for investor i and state B for investor j. Under the null hypothesis of random co-occurrence, the probability of observing X co-occurrences of A, B is described by the hypergeometric distribution, H(X|N T , N A , N B ) [29] . By knowing the probability of X co-occurrences, it is possible to estimate a p-value for each pair of investors and for each combination of the investigated states A and B. Specifically, for each pair of states A and B, the p-value is
The nine possible combinations of the three trading states between investor i and j are (
, and (i bs ,j bs ). The statistical validation of the co-occurrence N A,B requires a multiple hypothesis test correction [33] . Widely used multiple hypothesis test corrections are the Bonferroni and the control of the False Discovery Rate (FDR) methods. For each stock s we use as Bonferroni correction α b = 2 0.01/9(N s (N s − 1) ), where N s is the number of investors trading stock s at least once in 2003. A less stringent correction is the one obtained with the control of the FDR [34] , which is calculated as follows: p-values from all the different k tests (k = 9N i (N i − 1) in the present case) are first arranged in increasing order (p 1 < p 2 < ... < p k ), and then statistical threshold is obtained by finding the largest k max such that p kmax < k max p b .
In Table 3 we report the number of investors characterized by at least one co-occurrence of the set of nine investigated for each investigated stock. The multiple hypothesis test correction used in the statistical validation is the Bonferroni correction. The largest number of investors characterized by co-occurrence in the trading profile is detected for the Nokia stock. This is not surprising because the Nokia stock was in 2003 the most traded (as it can be verified in Table 1 ) and liquid stock of the OMXH25 index. The results can also depend on the power of the statistical test that becomes stronger when the number of states to be statistically validated increases.
In Table 4 we report the results for the multiple hypothesis test correction based on the FDR correction. As expected the number of investors showing statistically validated co-occurrences is increasing and the accuracy of the test is improved although the level of precision might slightly decrease. The number of investors with statistically validated co-occurrence of Table 3 are of course always included in the corresponding entry of Table 4 . In Fig. 3 As summarized in Tables 3 and 4 the largest detected statistically validated networks are the ones of investors trading the Nokia stocks. For this stock the Bonferroni (i.e. the statistically validated networks obtained with the Bonferroni correction) and FDR (i.e. the statistically validated networks obtained with the Benjamini-Hochberg correction) networks have 576 and 1518 nodes respectively. In the case of the other OMXH25 stocks the Bonferroni and FDR networks are always populated but with a much smaller number of nodes. In fact the second largest statistically validated network is the one of Stora Enso comprising 67 investors. The network was obtained with the FDR correction (see Table 4 ). The label of stocks and investors' categories is as in Table 1 . The last row provides the total number of distinct Finnish investors having co-occurrences of some daily trading status (b, s, and bs). The last column provides the total number of investors having co-occurrences in at least one stock of the OMXH25. The total of the column is not the sum of each category row because the same investor can have co-occurrences for different stocks. Table 1 . The last row provides the total number of distinct Finnish investors having co-occurrences of some daily trading status (b, s, and bs). The last column provides the total number of investors having co-occurrences in at least one stock of the OMXH25. The total of the column is not the sum of each category row because the same investor can have co-occurrences for different stocks. Most of the remaining OMXH25 stocks have statistically validated networks of the type observed for Stora stock, i.e. a network a small disjoint clusters. As in Ref. [19] to obtain the clusters of investors with similar trading profile we apply to all obtained statistically validated networks a widely used community detection algorithm. Specifically we apply the Infomap algorithm [35] to the weighted version of our network where the weight of each link is the number of co-occurrences validated between the two investors (for example in the case when we validate i b ,j b and i s ,j s the weight of the link is set to two). In most cases the clusters observed in the networks are not further partitioned by the algorithm. However, in the case of presence of a highly populated large connected component (as for Nokia) the large component is partitioned by the algorithm.
As done in Ref. [29] , we use the partitions obtained to visualize the trading patterns of investors belonging to the detected clusters. In Fig. 5 we show the trading profile of Nokia and Stora investors associated with the statistically validated networks shown in Fig. 3 and 4 . In the figure a red spot indicates a buy action, a green spot a sell action, and a white spot a buy/sell action. A black spot indicates absence of trading for the specific investor and trading day. Fig. 5 clearly shows the presence of different trading profiles within the clusters of the statistically validated networks that have been in some cases partitioned by the Infomap community detection algorithm.
Comparison of clusters
In the previous sections we have shown that both a correlation analysis and a statistical validation procedure are providing information about (i) the clusters of trading profile of different investors (in the case of the statistical validation approach jointly used with the community detection procedure), and (ii) about the hierarchical clustering of the trading profiles. In this section we investigate whether the two types of information overlaps or are rather providing complementary types of information and in case of overlap, we aim to estimate the degree of this overlap.
One difficulty in the comparison of the two sets of information is that whereas a partition is provided in the case of statistically validated networks, the hierarchical clustering just provides a hierarchical structure that needs to be processed to obtain a partition. A basic way to obtain a partition starting from a hierarchical tree is to cut the hierarchical tree at a given value of the dissimilarity (or similarity) measure and consider the clusters of elements that are connected at distances lower that the cutting threshold. The method is simple and effective but the drawback is that there is no known optimal way to select the threshold level.
For this reason we decide to apply the following protocol to detect the degree of maximal overlapping between the partition of the SVN and partitions obtained from hierarchical trees. Hereafter we illustrate our portfolio for the set of investors trading the Nokia stock. First we select a hierarchical clustering procedure and obtain the hierarchical tree of the considered system (the 7824 investors investigated with the correlation approach and trading the Nokia stock in 2003). We use as hierarchical clustering procedure the single linkage, the average linkage, and the complete linkage [32] . For each hierarchical tree obtained we set a threshold value and obtain from the tree a partition for the the investors with clusters characterized by a set of distances among the investors which is less then the chosen threshold. The investors linked at higher distances are considered as isolated nodes. From the obtained hierarchical tree partition we select the partition referring to the 576 investors that are also present in the Bonferroni network. We therefore compare the two partitions of 576 investors (one obtained from SVN plus community detection and one obtained by thresholding the hierarchical tree) by computing the Adjusted Rand Index [36] . The adjusted Rand Index is an indicator which is widely used for the comparison of partitions. It is a normalized indicator and assumes a value equal to one when the two partitions are identical and a value close to zero when the two partitions are randomly assigned.
In Fig. 6 we show the Adjusted Rand Index between the partition of the Bonferroni statistically validated network partitioned by the Infomap algorithm To provide a visual comparison of the similarity of the two partitions, in Fig. 7 we show the color code representation of the trading profile of investors trading the Nokia stocks grouped both as defined by the Bonferroni statistically validated network and as defined by the average clustering hierarchical tree when a threshold obtained by maximizing the ARI is used. In the specific case the threshold value is set to 1.09 and the ARI is 0.923. The Figure shows the high overlap quantified by the high value of the ARI index. It also shows that the hierarchical tree approach extends the information available to a large number of investors. In fact when a threshold of value 1.09 is used 1419 Nokia investors are detected in 319 clusters of at least 2 investors. The number of investors of the hierarchical tree partition is significantly larger than the number of 576 Nokia investors observed by the Bonferroni statistically validated network. The role of the type of the hierarchical clustering used is not crucial for the largest clusters although we have empirical evidence that the highest values of ARI are typically observed for the average clustering. The use of the single linkage is increasing the probability of observing large clusters whereas the complete linkage select largest clusters or relatively smaller size. The average linkage provide an intermediate behavior.
In Fig. 8 we show the probability density function of the size (in number of investors) of clusters observed for the Bonferroni partition, and for the three partitions obtained with the hierarchical clustering algorithms. All the three hierarchical clustering methods reproduce well the behavior observed for the Bonferroni partition. The number of partitions and the number of investors present in the partitions are higher for the complete linkage, intermediate for the average linkage and lower for the single linkage. By considering the value of the ARI for the investors which are present both in the Bonferroni partition and in the complete linkage partition, the broader covering of investors and partitions of the complete is probably obtained at a cost of a lower precision of the partitioning. In the present system and in the present example the average linkage provides the best choice for partitioning a number of investors larger than the Bonferroni partition which is maintaining approximately the same precision as the Bonferroni for the investors selected with the statistically validated approach.
The observation that the Bonferroni statistically validated networks is providing highly precise but not necessarily accurate clusters is not surprising. In fact it is known that the Bonferroni correction is too restrictive. This choice ensures a high level of precision (because the number of false positive is minimal) but on the other hand it might be associated with a high number false negatives and therefore be characterized by a relatively low level of accuracy. The cluster detection based on the correlation measure is therefore providing results which might be a bit less precise but more accurate. The problem with the correlation approach is that the thresholding process is not supported by any theoretical indication.
Our observation of significant overlap of the clusters obtained with the two distinct approaches suggests the effectiveness of a new methodology using Bonferroni statistically validated network partitioned with an efficient community detection algorithm together with a hierarchical clustering procedure. Within this approach the optimal threshold to be used in the hierarchical clustering procedure can be determined by using the precise information obtained with the Bonferroni approach. Finally, when the threshold is determined, one obtains the partition from the hierarchical tree. This last partition covers a larger number of investors which is suggesting a higher level of accuracy and perhaps a bit lower level of precision.
Discussion and conclusions
We have verified that the number of distinct investors participating to the process of price discovery in a regional financial market can be rather limited for some of the traded stocks. In Table 1 we note that the number of Finnish investors trading the Nokia stock was 41729 and that 7824 of them (see Table 2 ) were performing at least five transaction during 2003. These numbers can be seen as reasonably large for the process of price discovery (especially by considering that a lot of other transactions are done by foreign investors acting as nominee registered). However, similar numbers are not observed for the other stocks comprising the OMXH25 index. In fact, in addition to Nokia only other six stocks have more than 10,000 investors trading the stock at least once in 2003 (they are ELIAV, FUM1V, NDA1V, OUT1V, TLS1V, and UPM1V see Table 1 ) but only STERV and UPM1V have more than 1,000 investors performing at least five transactions during 2003. The system is therefore highly heterogeneous in terms of transaction and in terms of number of investors investing in a given stock.
We have verified that this heterogeneity does not prevent the use of a correlation-based approach performed with categorical variables. In fact we have shown that it is possible to device a method based on categorical variables of states buy, sell and buy/sell and obtain and analyze a dissimilarity matrix computed by using a Jaccard measure between the vectors describing the trading profile of a pair of investors. The method is able to reveal the hierarchical structure of the trading profiles of heterogeneous investors. We show that our correlation based method detects hierarchical structures which are overlapping with the cluster structures obtained with the approach of statistically validated networks when an appropriate threshold of the hierarchical trees is used.
We also propose a way to combine the two methods to extract additional information from the data. In fact the method based on statistically validated network and community detection is giving results of high precision but of unknown accuracy. The combination of the approach of statistically validated networks with the correlation-based approach expands the set of information available about the clusters of investors suggesting an increase of the accuracy at a minimal cost of decrease in terms of precision (i.e. in terms of increase of false positive). We propose to use a combination of the two methods when there are indications that the accuracy of the statistical validation network approach is too limited to properly describe the system of interest.
